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Unveiling: the ‘revolutionary journées’ of 
13 May 1958

Throughout the period from early 1956 to early 1958 putschist forces 
had been gathering strength both within the army and among right-
wing settler organisations and these eventually coalesced on 13 May 
1958 when crowds gathered in the Forum and stormed the General 
Government buildings. The military rapidly used the crisis to effect 
a bloodless coup and to install a temporary ‘revolutionary’ authority 
headed by a Committee of Public Safety (Comité de salut public or CSP) 
under Generals Massu and Salan. There then followed a tense stand-
off between the army in Algeria and the new Paris government headed 
by Pierre Pfl imlin, a three-week period during which civil war was a 
real possibility, until de Gaulle agreed to assume, once again, the role 
of ‘saviour of the nation’, and was voted into power by the National 
Assembly on 1 June.1 ‘13 May’ was one of the great turning points in 
modern French history, not only because it marked a key stage in the 
Algerian War, but more signifi cantly the collapse of the Fourth Republic, 
de Gaulle’s return to power, and the beginnings of the new  constitutional 
regime of the Fifth Republic.

The planning of the coup and its implementation was extraordi-
narily complex – the Bromberger brothers in Les 13 Complots du 13 
mai counted thirteen strands2 – but basically two antagonistic politi-
cal formations reached agreement to rally to the call for de Gaulle’s 
return to power. On the one hand there was a secret plot by Gaullists, 
most notably Michel Debré (soon to become Prime Minister), Jacques 
Soustelle, Léon Delbecque and Jacques Chaban-Delmas (acting Minister 
of Defence), to engineer the return of the General so as to resolve the 
political crisis of the ‘system’, the dead hand of the party system of 
the Fourth Republic, which they viewed as destroying the grandeur of 
France. The second trend was composed of various extreme-right-wing 
plotters, mainly from the pieds-noirs community, neo-fascists, poujad-
ists, die-hard colonialists and army offi cers who shared the Gaullist fear 
of national degeneration, but who were even more concerned about a 
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‘sell-out’ in Algeria and were determined to fi ght to the bitter end for 
the political supremacy of the million European settlers. On 11 May the 
far-right Pétainist editor, Alain de Sérigny, published an overt appeal to 
de Gaulle to seize the helm, and this set the stage for the various clandes-
tine trends to converge in the coup d’état of 13 May when extreme-right 
settler activists stormed the General Government while the parachute 
regiments looked on.3 The plotters, in a move reminiscent of General 
Franco’s rebellion of 1936 when the army of North Africa fl ew from 
Morocco to attack the Spanish Republic, were laying plans to topple the 
government by an airborn invasion of Paris.

On the evening of 13 May General Massu, commander of the armed 
forces in the Algiers region, took control of the situation by announcing 
from the balcony of the General Government to the huge and excited 
crowds of Europeans packed into the Forum below, the intention to 
form immediately a CSP.4 During the twenty-three days between 13 
May and 4 June, when de Gaulle made his triumphal appearance before 
delirious crowds of pieds-noirs, the large open space of the Forum, 
which was separated from the white bulk of the General Government 
by high iron railings, was the scene of daily parades, of huge popular 
gatherings that often continued late into the night. In keeping with the 
symbolism of the Jacobin committee of public safety of 1793–94, the 
massed and euphoric crowd in the Forum was represented in the endless 
speeches and media discourse as an expression of the spontaneous 
‘revolutionary’ will of the people, an assertion of a noble and colossal 
force that carried its own inherent message of populist legitimacy. The 
most dramatic and memorable part of the ‘revolutionary’ and highly 
theatrical crowd scenes that were played out here over three weeks 
was the extraordinary ‘fraternisation’ from 16 to 18 May between 
Europeans and Muslims.5 On Friday 16 May contingents of Algerian 
men, elderly war veterans wearing decorations, harki and other pro-
French elements, marched into the Forum where they were encouraged 
to join hands with, or embrace, their ‘brother’ Europeans in a symbol of 
reconciliation and friendship that was photographed and fi lmed by the 
international media. This was deemed such a spectacular propaganda 
success that Psychological Action offi cers of the Fifth Bureau decided to 
extend ‘fraternisation’ to include Muslim women, a far more novel and 
controversial action.

On the evening of the following day, Saturday 17 May, the dramatic 
arrival of the hero of the Algérie française crowds, Jacques Soustelle, 
after his escape from virtual house-arrest in Paris, was marked by 
unprecedented scenes as a group of young Algerian women removed and 
burned their haïks before the General Government. The next day this 
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116 Burning the veil

action was accelerated when hundreds of women from the Algiers slums 
marched into the Forum carrying banners and placards, removed their 
haïks or had them taken off by their European ‘sisters’, and applauded 
speeches by Muslim women expressing their desire for emancipation 
and modernity as full French citizens. From the 19 May to early June 
these elaborate ceremonies of unveiling were extended to urban centres 
throughout Algeria.

Before examining in closer detail the orchestration of ‘fraternisation’ 
ceremonies, it is necessary to examine their underlying political meaning 
and purpose. The aim of the military and Gaullist organisers of the ‘13 
May’ coup was to force Pierre Pfl imlin, who had been invested as Prime 
Minister by the National Assembly early in the morning of 14 May, to 
stand down in favour of General de Gaulle. However, there was no rapid 
resolution of a crisis that appeared to be slipping dangerously towards 
civil war: the Pfl imlin government began to take military steps to protect 
Paris, while de Gaulle remained evasive, refusing to respond to the call 
of the Algiers plotters by openly agreeing to take on the role of national 
saviour. In a Paris press-conference on 19 May de Gaulle stated that he 
had no interest in heading a military dictatorship, but indicated his will-
ingness to come forward if so delegated by the ‘Republic’: ‘Now I shall 
return home to my village and there I shall hold myself at the disposi-
tion of the country’.6 For the next ten days, during which the military 
plotters invaded Corsica, there existed a dangerous vacuum of power 
and de Gaulle seemed to hang back while desperate haggling took place 
for a constitutional resolution. In a situation of chaos the outcome of 
the three-week crisis remained unpredictable and at times the situation 
of the plotters in Algiers, who faced an economic embargo, appeared 
desperate, especially as their key player remained elusive and failed to 
respond to their appeals.

The offi cers of the Fifth Bureau, specialists in propaganda techniques 
and the manipulation of public opinion, knew that it was of crucial 
political importance to win over both the national and international 
media. It was important in the fi rst few days of ‘13 May’ to dispel the 
hostility of the international media which tended to present the Algiers 
generals as proto-fascist dictators, on a par with Franco in 1936, who 
were intent on guaranteeing a white supremacist regime. A primary 
purpose of the propaganda offensive was to negate this image and to 
gain legitimacy for their coup by showing that the ‘New Order’, far from 
being a colonial despotism, was based on full equality and ‘integration’ 
of both Europeans and Muslims. When the ad-hoc CSP was established 
on the night of 13–14 May, Massu insisted that Algerian representatives 
be added (Mahdi, Madani, Berkani, Sheikh Taïeb) and he read from 
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the balcony Communiqué No. 1: ‘The Committee beseeches General de 
Gaulle to break his silence by addressing the country . . . We are proud 
to be able to prove to the world that the people of Algiers have been able 
to give a perfect demonstration of total fraternity between the European 
and Muslim populations, united under the folds of the French fl ag’.7 
However, in the heady euphoria of ‘revolution’ few noticed that the four 
handpicked Algerians on the CSP had no popular mandate and made 
up only 7 per cent of the fi fty-fi ve-man body, whereas Muslims made 
up 89 per cent of the population. The mass ‘fraternisation’ of Algerian 
men on 16 May was organised to demonstrate the totally ‘spontaneous’ 
and euphoric support for inter-racial unity and Algérie française. During 
the following two days this message was given a far more dramatic and 
newsworthy support by the parade of Algerian women, the ‘other half’ 
of the population, who signalled their wish for emancipation within the 
French nation. The function of mass ‘fraternisation’ was to convince the 
world that the coup was a genuine and almost miraculous expression of 
the unity of the two warring communities, but in addition it served the 
crucial function of bringing de Gaulle on side. The General was wary of 
being perceived as the leader of a military and white supremacist coup, 
but if the mass of ordinary Europeans and Algerians were spontane-
ously and genuinely united in calling for his aid, then he might well be 
able to cross the Rubicon in answer to such a call of the ‘nation’.8

A key issue that was debated endlessly by contemporaries, and sub-
sequently by historians, was whether the ‘fraternisation’ was indeed 
a spontaneous expression of the popular will. Journalists and other 
eye-witnesses present in the Forum were deeply divided on this issue: 
on the one hand, as will be seen, there were those who claimed that 
the army had coerced many Algerians who were brought in by lorry to 
the parades, or that the women who unveiled were prostitutes and the 
dregs of the slums. Opposed to this was the claim that an extraordinary 
and electric fervour had swept through the crowd of Europeans and 
Algerians, an emotional outpouring of joy and optimism that signalled 
an end to the bloody divisions, and the powerful solidarity of the two 
peoples as they faced the future together. Typical of this highly charged 
impact is the claim of Colonel Jacques Romain-Desfossés that he, like 
all his comrades, was swept away: ‘This immense fl ood of the crowd of 
Europeans and Muslims fraternally intermingled had something fantas-
tic about it’. He would never forget, ‘the deeply moving emotion that 
seized hold of me’.9 Dr Sangline also would always remember with deep 
emotion the joy of the crowds in the Forum, ‘where the crowd formed 
an immense chain of friendship, each person linking arms with his 
neighbour, all mixed together: Europeans, Muslims, civilians, soldiers, 
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118 Burning the veil

men, women, children and adults. A glittering ant-heap, bright colours 
on the long, unfurled banners, thousands of fl ags. It was truly a joy to 
be alive!’10 The peculiar psychodrama was frequently likened to that 
of 4 August 1789 when representatives of the National Assembly, in a 
strange and intoxicated atmosphere, voluntarily renounced the seigneu-
rial rights and privileges of the Ancien Régime. It may be the case that 
many pieds-noirs and a signifi cant number of Algerians who favoured 
French control, such as the harkis and conservative war veterans, were 
swept by a wave of euphoria or by a willing suspension of disbelief in 
their wish to grab at the hope of peace after four years of bloodshed. But 
although historians like Jean Lacouture and Alistair Horne have seen 
‘fraternisation’ as ‘authentic’ or ‘genuine’,11 in itself perhaps a testament 
to the skill of the Fifth Bureau, the events were indeed closely orches-
trated by the military. It was crucial to the whole strategy of the army 
that its role be kept secret, otherwise the objective of demonstrating 
popular ‘spontaneity’ would have imploded, and this is why the events 
continue to be wrapped in some mystery because the Fifth Bureau was 
so keen to cover its tracks. The potent myth of ‘fraternisation’ was far 
too politically important to be picked apart and discredited.12

The Fifth Bureau and the 16 May ‘fraternisation’

Although the main interest of this study is in the emancipation of 
Algerian women, it is useful to examine the all-male ‘fraternisation’ 
ceremonies of 16 May, before moving on to the symbolic unveiling on 
17–18 May, because of the light that it sheds on the organisation of the 
psychological warfare offensive. The Forum demonstration of 16 May 
did not consist, as often claimed, of Algerians spontaneously pouring 
down into the square from the neighbouring Casbah, but of a highly 
theatrical and ritualised procession of groups of medalled war veterans, 
boy scouts and girls carrying tri-coloured bouquets of fl owers, delega-
tions from different parts of the city and suburbs carrying banners and 
fl ags; and marching bands, which as they arrived were marshalled by 
loudspeaker instructions.

In a sense there was nothing new about the demonstration: colonial 
Algeria, even before the war, sustained a rich culture of public ceremoni-
als and parades, often centred on war memorials, which in part refl ected 
a pieds-noirs overcompensation, a symbolic assertion, of an insecure 
French national identity. But as an examination of the Algerian press 
reveals, with the arrival of a huge army presence that almost equalled 
the total European population, and the militarisation of civilian life, 
there was an endless round of parading, offi cial presentations of prizes, 
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speech making and martial music in every town and outpost, presided 
over by generals, colonels, their wives and Algerian bachagas. The 
army was constantly organising such events with military precision, but 
where ‘13 May’ differed was in the scale and complexity of the events 
and, given their crucial political importance, the intervention of the 
Fifth Bureau to ensure the right media and propaganda impacts.

The key personnel involved in planning the Forum events were 
Colonel Charles Lacheroy, the leading theorist of psychological warfare 
who was placed in charge of press/media affairs by the CSP on 13–14 
May; Colonel Michel Goussault, head of the Fifth Bureau for the 10th 
Military Region (Algeria) and patron of Jean Servier; Colonel Jean 
Gardes, soon to succeed Goussault as head of the Fifth Bureau; Colonel 
Roger Trinquier, parachute commander and specialist in urban counter-
insurgency; Captain Paul-Alain Léger, expert in ‘dirty tricks’ operations; 
and Captain Sirvent.13

The propaganda techniques of the Fifth Bureau will be examined 
later (chapter 4), but here it can be noted that the training programmes 
of the schools or centres of psychological warfare in Paris and Algeria, 
such as Arzew which formed over 7,000 offi cers, included methods 
for the indoctrination of crowds. The army was particularly interested 
in contemporary theories of ‘brain-washing’, crowd psychology and 
behaviourism by which conditioned refl exes could be implanted into the 
popular masses. One of the ‘bibles’ or key references here was Chakotin’s 
The Rape of the Masses (1939), by a leading Russian microbiologist and 
pupil of Pavlov, who had studied and witnessed at fi rst hand the crowd 
propaganda techniques of the Russian Revolution and Nazi Germany. 
Chakotin believed that there was a true scientifi c technique of crowd 
conditioning based on four instincts (of struggle, nutrition, sexuality 
and maternity) and that 90 per cent of the population could be infl u-
enced, not by rational data or argument, but by ‘senso-propaganda’ 
that played on the emotions through repetition. Central to Chakotin’s 
experience of Russia and Nazi Germany was the extent to which such 
manipulation of the masses was achieved by vast rallies or spectacles, 
like those at Nuremberg, in which a key role was played by marching 
uniformed men, fl ags, bands, symbols (the Swastika), slogans and ‘the 
formidable technical equipment afforded by the modern state’.14 The 
Fifth Bureau had no hesitation in adapting ‘totalitarian’ techniques, 
and at Arzew and Paris instructors taught offi cers scientifi c methods 
for organising mass rallies, including ‘son et lumière’, the diffusion of 
psychologically tested slogans on banners and placards, the types and 
duration of music (Arabic and military), mobile public address systems, 
‘by appealing not to our intelligence, but to our instincts and common 
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120 Burning the veil

sense’.15 Such methods were deployed by the army not only in urban 
centres, but also in the isolated interior during mass ceremonies (rallie-
ment) when dissident populations or sections of tribes passed over to 
the French side in elaborate ceremonials of surrender. As the Villatoux’s 
note, by 1957 the Fifth Bureau saw such psychological actions, ‘as the 
miraculous solution capable of fi nally achieving the real and lasting pac-
ifi cation of the country’,16 and this explains in part the centrality of the 
Forum parades during the journées of ‘13 May’ which can be  considered 
as a form of ralliement.

How did the Fifth Bureau get Algerian men to assemble on 16 May 
for the displays of ‘fraternisation’? In part this was achieved through 
Algerian ex-servicemen’s associations, highly conservative and pro-
French organisations that were patronised by the army and provided with 
various rewards in the shape of club buildings (Dar el Askri), employ-
ment, pensions and handouts (medals, blankets, food).17 It was Auguste 
Arnould, head of the Comité d’entente des Anciens Combattants, who 
made a loudspeaker appeal on 16 May to link arms and ‘to create the 
chain of friendship’ between Europeans and Algerians.18 A second 
element in the mobilisation was provided by a highly sophisticated 
system, created by Trinquier during the ‘Battle of Algiers’, for the total 
control of the Algiers population: the city was divided up into arrondis-
sements, blocks (îlots) and individual buildings and at each level the 
army appointed European ‘ultras’ and pro-French Algerian informers to 
spy on the population and report on FLN suspects.19 The Dispositive de 
protection urbaine (DPU), which derived from Nazi and Soviet models 
of urban control,20 constituted an armed and parallel police of about 
7,500 men, and it was they who coerced unwilling Algerians to swell 
the ranks of the ‘fraternisation’ parades. Trinquier had already proved 
his ability to mobilise, via the DUP, both Algerians and Europeans in an 
impressive joint Forum demonstration on 11 November 1957, and this 
well-oiled and tested machine was put into action on 14–15 May.

Trinquier, and his close aid Léger, depended primarily on Captain 
Sirvent of the 9th Zouave Company, which was stationed at the Palais 
Klein to control the FLN fortress of the Casbah, to orchestrate the fi rst 
‘fraternisation’ demonstration. Sirvent, a pied-noir born in Algiers, 
became a teacher at a school in the Casbah at the end of the Second 
World War, and gained an intimate knowledge of ‘his’ people and Arab 
dialect.21 On 14 May General Petit, a key Gaullist conspirator who liaised 
between Paris and Algiers, called Sirvent to the General Government, 
emphasised the crucial political importance of gaining Algerian support 
for the coup and to bring de Gaulle to power, and asked if he could 
organise this through, ‘the Muslim elites, the leaders who were able to 
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pull the mass of the population into the movement’ under the banner of 
full equality and Soustelle’s old mantra of ‘integration’.22

The following day Trinquier, concerned that the ‘revolution’ was 
losing impetus23 and, meeting opposition in the Oran, Kabyle and 
Constantine regions, relayed a similar order to Léger and Sirvent to 
organise a demonstration through the DUP and specifi ed the precise 
slogans to be used on the banners.24 On the night of 15 May Sirvent 
called all the Algerian Casbah heads of street units (chefs d’îlot) to a 
meeting, some 280 men, whom he addressed in Arabic: ‘This is the big 
revolution. We are all equal, all French . . . we will provide you with 
fl ags and placards. So you will be demonstrating like and alongside the 
Europeans!’. The Algerians, hesitant and frightened that they would 
be exposed to attack by ‘ultra’ Europeans, were promised protection 
by armed Muslim militias (the bleu de chauffe) and they then elected 
to form their own Casbah Comité de Salut Public headed by Fahrès, 
an ex-FLN militant and technician of Radio-Alger, who next day was 
to make a speech at the Forum of fealty to France on behalf of the 
Casbah CSP.25 Throughout the night of 15–16 May Sirvant’s HQ was 
a hive of activity as Zouave soldiers and the wives of the îlots bosses 
sewed and painted banners and placards with the chosen slogans, ‘The 
Casbah replies: all present’ and ‘We are French, and we wish to stay 
French’.

As the march set off on the afternoon of 16 July, Sirvent ordered that 
not a single uniformed French soldier be present so as to sustain the 
necessary illusion of an authentic and spontaneous Algerian movement. 
However, not all Algerians on the demonstration were the euphoric and 
joyful participants that the army claimed and at least three observers, the 
protestant Pasteur André Trocmé, active within the international pacifi st 
movement the International Fellowship of Reconciliation, Albert-Paul 
Lentin, and Léon-Etienne Duval, Archbishop of Algiers, reported inci-
dents of coercion by the armed DUP which rounded up Algerian men 
and forced them into lorries using various forms of intimidation, includ-
ing confi scation of their identity cards that would only be returned after 
the parade. Only a few hundred men gave way to such pressure and 
most of the prefabricated banners remained unused.26

Unveiling ceremonies of 17–18 May

The 16 May demonstration was undoubtedly a huge success for the Fifth 
Bureau, and made a major impact on the national and world media, but 
this ‘fraternisation’ was signifi cantly an all-male affair, as was illustrated 
by one of the army leafl ets showing a turbaned Algerian carrying a 
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122 Burning the veil

 tri-colour fl ag and holding hands with a European under the slogan, ‘A 
single heart, a single fl ag: all French! In an Algérie française’.27

How exactly the Fifth Bureau then passed on to the far more novel 
and daring plan to up the stakes by extending the movement to include 
women remains unclear, but the initiative did not originate here but 
had an earlier history. The most likely candidate as initiator is Colonel 
Goussault, head of the Fifth Bureau in Algiers, who had already 
played a key role in the elaboration of female emancipation strate-
gies, including Servier’s Operation Pilot during 1957.28 Army propa-
gandists had undoubtedly initiated a media campaign on this theme, 
and in particular against the veil, as early as the summer of 1957. In 
July 1957 Radio-Alger broadcast in both Arabic and Kabyle editions 
of the programme Magazine de la femme the thoughts of a Muslim 
presenter called ‘Nadira’ in which she excoriated the veil and called 
for the emancipation of Algerian women. It seems highly likely that 
the broadcast by ‘Nadira’ to her Muslim sisters, as well as the letters 
of listeners that were read out, were scripted by psychological warfare 
offi cers, as were similar broadcasts to Algerian women after 13 May 
1958 (see chapter 4).29

2 ‘Fraternisation’ propaganda leafl et, journées of ‘13 May’ 1958 
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The Fifth Bureau was already engaged in a clandestine propaganda 
campaign against the veil in mid-1957, concurrent with Servier’s 
Operation Pilot and the fi rst working party on the revision of the Code 
of Personal Status (May–June). The campaign for unveiling began to 
peak in the weeks immediately before the 13 May coup. On 8 April 
a group of seventy-fi ve women from the Casbah sent a petition to the 
head of Radio Casbah expressing satisfaction at the broadcasts on 
emancipation within the context of an ‘Algérie Nouvelle et Française’. 
In order, they claimed, ‘that the Muslim woman becomes a modern, civi-
lised woman, it is necessary that she builds a plan for the future like the 
French woman and in order to achieve this each Muslim woman must 
remove the veil or the cachabia that smothers her, that impedes her in her 
work, or during her education, . . . and which above all else deprives her 
of her liberty and imprisons her between four walls’. The veil was not 
prescribed, they claimed, by the Koran, only by reactionary parents. The 
road to modernity and a better future was now open and, ‘alongside the 
Muslim woman Algeria will live and remain French without the veil in 
Peace and Liberty’.30 This petition, which may have been circulated by 
one of the offi cers of the Section administrative urbaine (SAU) who had 
set up women’s circles, asked that the veil be banned. General Massu, 
in forwarding this letter to General Allard and Salan’s cabinet, noted 
that surveys of public opinion had shown that young Muslim women 
‘wish to enjoy greater liberty’ and would follow the side in the war that 
fi rst led them towards, ‘a modern concept of existence. The suppression 
of the veil will mark an important step in this direction . . . It seems to 
me absolutely necessary that the order for “unveiling” should be given 
now fi rmly and unambiguously’.31 The same Casbah letter was used by 
a Muslim councillor, the cadi Mohammed Benhoura, during a speech he 
made to the Administrative Commission of the Department of Algiers 
on 7 May, as a sign of the urgent need for Algeria to follow the revo-
lutionary movement for the liberation of women sweeping through the 
Maghreb, notably in Tunisia and Morocco.32

Before looking more closely at the unveiling ceremonies it is neces-
sary to place these elaborate and propagandistic performances within 
the context of the ‘sociological’ meaning and uses of the veil in Algerian 
society, as opposed to stereotypical and Orientalist constructions. 
Historico-anthropological studies of veiling throughout the Muslim 
world demonstrates, in contrast to western Orientalist stereotypes of 
a uniform or homogeneous dress-code, a huge range of constantly 
evolving designs and practices that vary from country to country, and 
within states from one region to another, from urban to rural contexts, 
according to ethnic, cultural and class background. In general, peasant 
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124 Burning the veil

or nomadic women in rural societies, particularly among the Berber 
mountain peoples, tended not to wear the haïk and face veil (hadjar) of 
urban society (on the latter see illustration 4, p. 130).

Part of the reason for this is that peasant women engaged in very 
heavy manual labour (collecting wood, transporting water) and such an 
encumbering garment was not practical. But more importantly, villages 
like those of Kabylia, constituted quasi-fortifi ed communities which 
‘foreigners’ would not enter, or only rarely under close supervision and 
surveillance by male inhabitants, and so women could move about in 
public spaces relatively freely without running the dangers of contacts 
that might bring dishonour. The physical layout of the village, of groups 
of houses, shared courtyards and lanes, was a refl ection of extended 
family and lineage structures,33 and the only males that women would 
meet, within the confi nes of the spaces they habitually moved within, 
were close relatives. All inhabitants of the village, male and female, as 
part of a community based on blood ties, understood almost intuitively 
the unwritten rules that regulated gender roles, segregation and honour: 
so for example, males would make sure that they were not near the path 
that women took each day, at certain fi xed times, to carry water from 
the fountain or spring.

Veiling, as throughout the Mediterranean world, was historically a 
feature of urban society.34 A number of factors came into play: fi rstly, 
veiling was in the town a mark of social status, a symbol of the relative 
wealth of the trader, shopkeeper or offi cial and the fact that his wife did 
not work. In contrast to the rural peasantry, very few urban women would 
engage in any kind of labour outside the fortress of the household, and 
if they did this was generally seen as an indication of extremely low and 
even immoral status. Secondly, urban public spaces almost inevitably pre-
sented far greater danger from contact with every type of stranger, males 
who were not restrained by the powerful lineage codes of the village and 
for whom, in the classic double-standard of societies of honour, seduction 
of women belonging to exogamous ‘other males’ was fair play. In general 
any woman of the lower classes who did not veil would be regarded as a 
prostitute, or run the risk of being treated as such.

The distinction between unveiled-rural and veiled-urban societies 
represents a useful, but overly simple, model, and tends to obscure 
the way in which each individual would alter or adapt her dress code 
according to the context in which she found herself. In the bigger cities 
of the northern littoral like Algiers, Oran and Bône there was signifi cant 
spatial segregation between predominantly European zones, and the 
poorer ‘ghettoised’ sectors, the old Casbah, the tenement slums and 
shantytowns or villages nègres of the Muslim population. A minority of 
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older working women and younger évoluées women who might travel 
daily on foot or bus between the Muslim quarter, where they lived 
with their families, and the European commercial centre, where they 
might work as cleaners and secretaries or attend lycée classes, would 
often wear the haïk within the home streets in which they were known 
to neighbours, and then remove it in the more anonymous space of 
the European city.35 Since the haïk was a very light and simple wrap 
around piece of cloth, women could wear under it western style cloth-
ing. However, for a far larger number of urban Algerian women who 
lived in extreme poverty the simple and cheap but elegant haïk had the 
advantage of enabling them to go into public spaces or into the centre of 
Algiers with some self-respect, and despite the fact that the clothing they 
wore underneath was often ragged and patched. Captain L. P. Fauque, 
an army expert on Muslim society, wrote:

The veil is a mark of respectability and to leave the house without it is for 
some equivalent to going out undressed and to be exposed to the wound-
ing jeers of men. Every girl who goes unveiled is considered in popular and 
traditionalist milieu as a girl of light reputation who risks not being able to 
fi nd a husband . . . This urban custom comes into play, when populations 
are brought together, in relation to strangers from outside the homogene-
ous group. Thus in the resettlement camp of Aïn-Mimoun (Kenchela) the 
women stay hidden away and only appear outside when veiled whereas 
before, in the douar, they moved about freely inside the hamlet (mechta) 
with their faces uncovered. The veil is also sometimes the only decent 
piece of attire that can conceal their thread-bare clothing’.36

In general terms the process of modernisation and urbanisation 
during the twentieth century, fuelled by the crisis in rural society which 
accelerated internal migration to the towns, increased the numbers of 
women who changed to wearing the veil. An increase in veiling was also 
a response to the conquest and penetration of Europeans into Algerian 
society, a way in which indigenous peoples could express their separa-
tion and cultural resistance from an invasive infi del (roumi) presence. 
Radical female segregation and seclusion remained a paramount value 
in post-Second World War Algeria, and even the minority of better 
educated or more progressive nationalist families found it extremely 
diffi cult to defy such conventions (see chapter 1). Any attempt by the 
military government to conduct a campaign against the veil was likely to 
arouse a hornet’s nest of opposition, not only among pro-independence 
nationalists, but also among the conservative religious authorities and 
Algerian elites that the French needed to keep on side.

Part of the answer to this apparently high-risk strategy can be found 
in the considerable historical precedents available to the Fifth Bureau 
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126 Burning the veil

of unveiling campaigns. As the history of Orientalism shows, the image 
of the veil has for centuries served Christian Europe or the west as the 
crucial symbol of the ‘otherness’, the perceived archaic and barbaric 
nature, of Islamic society.37 The great advantage of the veil to European 
propagandists is that it offered such a highly visible and even dramatic 
symbol of the totality of a ‘barbaric’ and anti-modern Islamic social, 
political and cultural order, a potent signifi er or convenient short-hand 
for a wider fi eld of gendered practices, from seclusion and arranged 
marriage, to polygamy and sexual violence. In contemporary European 
society the veil has continued to serve this function, as can be seen for 
example in the case of the French headscarves controversy that has 
raged in fi ts and starts since 1989.38 The archives of both the civilian 
and military administrations in Algiers during 1957–58 show that the 
experts on Muslim affairs were fully aware of the precedents for organ-
ised or ritualised unveiling as a keystone of authoritarian modernisation 
campaigns in Turkey, Iran, Soviet Central Asia, Morocco and elsewhere 
from the 1920s onwards. Mass unveiling demonstrations had taken 
place in Egypt (1923), Uzbekistan (1927), Syria (1942), Lebanon (1944) 
and elsewhere.

Closer to home was a major debate on women and the veil in Tunisia 
during 1929–30. On 8 January 1929 the Socialist Club organised a 
meeting to discuss the status of Tunisian women during which Mrs 
Menchari dramatically removed her veil at the podium. Bourguiba, the 
future president, opposed this stance and argued that reform of Tunisian 
society was impossible as long as colonial domination remained, and 
that in the meantime the veil should continue as a defensive expression 
of national identity.39 Bourguiba’s position here was similar to that of 
the future FLN which saw the true emancipation of Algerian women less 
as an integral component of the liberation struggle than as a something 
that would be achieved by post-colonial liberation. The following year 
Al-Tahir Al-Haddad published Our Woman in the Law and in Society 
(1930), which caused outrage in conservative circles for its argument 
that emancipation was compatible with a correct reading of the Koran 
and Islamic tradition. Al-Haddad made a violent attack on the veil 
which was, he argued, not imposed by the Koran and which he likened 
to ‘the muzzle used to prevent dogs from biting’, and ‘the concrete proof 
of man’s basic belief that women are essentially immoral’.40

Psychological warfare offi cers in 1957–58 also referred frequently to 
the highly mediatised unveiling of Lalla Aïcha, the daughter of the King 
of Morocco. On 11 April 1947 the young princess made a famous speech 
from a balcony in Tangiers city square to thousands of women in which 
she aligned herself with the nationalist movement and spoke of the need 
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for women to become educated and to assume a role as full participants 
in Moroccan society as a condition of a national ‘renaissance’. According 
to one eye-witness, this was ‘the fi rst time, in the history of Islam, either 
in the East or the West, that a great woman from a great imperial family 
dared to tear off her veil in public’.41 This format of young women from 
aristocratic families unveiling and addressing crowds from public bal-
conies was to be reproduced by the army in the major towns of Algeria 
during May 1958. What drew the Fifth Bureau towards such precedents 
was that it showed how Muslim societies had themselves attempted to 
engage in internal reform and to ban the veil, a development that was fre-
quently used by army propagandists to show that emancipation was per-
fectly compatible with Islam and was not merely a dangerous ‘western’ 
agenda imposed by secular or Christian powers.

By far the closest parallel to the French reforming agenda in Algeria 
was that of the Soviet Union in Central Asia between 1919 and 1929, 
when a highly secular and revolutionary power attempted, within 
a colonial context, to use a drive for the emancipation of Muslim 
women as a means to penetrate and control Islamic-tribal societies 
that were extremely resistant to any ‘civilising mission’.42 Experts in 
the Fifth Bureau did not refer explicitly to Central Asia but, bitter anti-
 communists and anti-Marxists to a man, they were unlikely to have 
publicised any affi liation to a Soviet model. However, Islamic experts in 
the Algerian administration were very interested in the Soviet experience 
and, as has been seen (chapter 2) Soustelle’s adviser Vincent Monteil had 
made a close study of Central Asia. The most well-known aspect of the 
Soviet emancipation drive, reported widely in the international press, 
was the great processions of thousands of Muslim women in Uzbekistan 
that began in March 1927. The columns, organised by party offi cials 
and guarded by militiamen, surged through the urban centres and, 
fi red up by female orators, revolutionary songs and music, proceeded 
to the en masse burning of the veil or to the forced unveiling of richer, 
conservative women.43 It seems likely that Fifth Bureau specialists, who 
were so intrigued by totalitarian methods of crowd control, drew their 
inspiration for the highly theatrical ‘fraternisation’ parades of 17–18 
May from the Soviet Union. As Borrmans notes, the iconoclastic image 
of the burning veil was also diffused in popular culture through The Fall 
of the Veil of the celebrated singer al-Zahâwî:

Tear off your veil, O daughter of Iraq
Unveil yourself, since life demands a profound change
Tear it up; thrown it without delay into the fi re
Since for you it provides a misleading protection.44
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128 Burning the veil

Elaborate unveiling rituals were organised by the army in separate 
events on the 17 and 18 of May. On the evening of the 17 May Jacques 
Soustelle, after his dramatic clandestine escape from France, appeared 
on the balcony of the General Government before the ecstatic crowds of 
the Forum. As a leading Resistance member and Gaullist, as well as an 
ex-Governor who had come to embrace the cause of Algérie française, 
he symbolised the temporary, but crucial, alliance between the extreme-
right-wing settler movements and the Gaullist plotters. The atmosphere 
of the crowd was one of huge elation at the prospect of Algeria remain-
ing French, and it was in this context that the Fifth Bureau organised, at 
short notice, a daring mise en scène of veil burning.

As darkness descended, a group of about twelve young Algerian 
women, guarded by harkis, burned their veils inside the protective iron 
gates of the General Government. The army photographer Daudu took 
nine pictures of the scene, which he called a ‘symbolic auto-da-fé’, which 
show a group of apprehensive girls aged about fourteen to sixteen being 
encouraged by two older Algerian women dressed in a European style 
and an elegant European woman, probably the wife of General Salan.45

Their identity remains unknown, but it seems likely that these young 

3 Young women at the Forum prepare to burn their veils, 17 May 1958
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women had been recruited from a lycée or typing pool, and Trocmé 
identifi ed them as ‘a bit more évoluées’. The little evidence that does 
exist on the identity of young women who played a prominent role in 
unveiling rituals supports the idea that they were from well-educated, 
relatively well-off and Francophile family backgrounds, as in the case of 
Monique Améziane at Constantine, Malika Massu at Blida (see below), 
or the lycée-educated Kebtani, later a deputy, who with other Algerian 
women removed her veil on 16 May 1958 at the behest of General 
Gandoet in the theatre of Sétif.46 Immediately after the veil burning a 
delegation from the group went to join Soustelle and Generals Salan and 
Massu on the balcony of the General Government.

Salan made use of this fi rst ‘fraternisation’ of women to persuade Paris 
that a vast movement of support for continuing French power was sweep-
ing spontaneously through the Algerian population: in a telegram to the 
Minister of Defence he claimed, ‘I stress the exceptional patriotic fervour 
of the crowds that reveals an extraordinary revolution in attitude in the 
sense of a total spiritual fusion of the two communities . . . Yesterday 
evening groups of Muslim women burned their veils of their own accord, 
saying, “Today we are French!”’. Salan went on to describe as ‘absolutely 
deceitful’ the claims of some Prefects who were hostile to the coup that 
demonstrations were being orchestrated by the army when they were evi-
dently spontaneous.47 It was of crucial political importance to the Gaullist 
plotters that metropolitan and international opinion be convinced of the 
authenticity of the popular Algerian support for Algérie française.

However, the veil burning incident of 17 May quickly became viewed 
by the army leaders and their advisers as a far too radical and provoca-
tive act which threatened to alienate Muslim opinion. General Massu 
in particular was much infl uenced by his wife who, deeply engaged in 
social work with Algerian women, had a much more informed and sensi-
tive understanding of their culture. ‘Several passionarias’, noted General 
Massu later, concealing his own involvement in the ritual, ‘several 
infl amed women burned in the Forum this symbol of their “servitude” 
. . . but they were not the most representative or thoughtful of women 
[. . .] Always this taste for the theatrical, for the scandalous, but for 
Algerian women obsessed with tradition, this gesture was shocking’.48

However, the burning incident was quickly overlaid by a massive and 
far more widely reported unveiling demonstration on Sunday 18 May. In 
a highly elaborate and theatrical event large groups of women represent-
ing and carrying banners from all the main Muslim shantytowns and 
quarters of the Algiers region, including towns as far away as Chiffalo, 
Ménerville and Castiglione (modern day Khemisti Port, Thenia and 
Bou Ismail), some thirty miles distant.49 The groups marched through 
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130 Burning the veil

the dense crowds of applauding Europeans into the open space inside 
the railings of the General Government where they were welcomed by a 
military band, lined up and exhorted to remove their veils.

Outside the railings some European women, under the amazed eye 
of pieds-noirs onlookers, unveiled some of their Algerian ‘sisters’50 who 
said in Arabic, ‘It’s good, it’s good, you are right my sister, you are right, 
thank-you, thank-you’.51 Who were these women, and how were they 
organised? From the 15 May onwards the army moved rapidly to estab-
lish local CSP in every commune in the Algiers area, and the most active 
role in this creation of a ‘parallel’ revolutionary government was taken 
by the offi cers of the SAU who, in most instances, had been operating 
from the Spring of 1957 to built up contacts with the local population.52 
The SAU/CSP were in an excellent position to mobilise local women for 
the demonstration of 18 May, as can be shown by two of the most active 
groups from Ménerville and the Cité Mahiéddine. Women organised by 
ex-servicemen of the Ménerville CSP, quite possibly the wives of politi-
cal activists, had spent the morning dying three haïks red, white and 
blue, so as to form a huge tri-colour fl ag that was presented to Soustelle 
and hung from the balcony of the General Government.53

4 Arrival of women demonstrators at the Forum, 18 May 1958
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Even more prominent was the role of women from the Cité Mahiéddine, 
a dense central bidonville of 10,000 people, many of them dockers’ fami-
lies,54 where Captain de Germiny had headed the SAU since March 1957. 
De Germiny, in a report on the ‘psycho-political methods’ employed to 
rebuild contact with the population after the violent Battle of Algiers, 
noted the establishment of what was an early example of a women’s 
circle or ‘club’, in a ‘a pleasant location where young girls and young 
women from the Cité Mahiéddine can meet to look at encyclopaedias or 
journals. Also here, radio, television, and twice a week cinema shows, 
attract an ever increasing public’.55 Such an early phase of social work 
with Muslim women prepared the way for their mobilisation during the 
unveiling ceremonies of 18 May,56 and one of their number, who had 
rather unusually been selected onto the local CSP, was delegated to make 
a speech from the balcony of the General Government, a moment that 
received enormous coverage in the international press. Algerian women, 
she said through the microphones, were aware of the aid that they had 
been receiving from the army over recent months: ‘We are aware of how 
far our traditional dress, our reclusive existence, are factors that sepa-
rate us from our French sisters of a different religion to ours. We wish 

5 Banners of the women demonstrators at the Forum, 18 May 1958
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132 Burning the veil

to engage fully in the route to modernity and to profi t from the exciting 
epoch which Algeria is currently traversing to accelerate our progress’.57 
Switching from French into Arabic she then called on her ‘sisters’ to 
remove their veils, ‘the barrier between two communities’, and then 
led the vast crowd of 100,000 people into singing the Marseillaise.58 
Some women followed this appeal with trepidation and lowered their 
face veils, although trying to cover their face with their hands, and were 
encouraged and applauded by the European crowds.59

The Algiers ‘fraternisation’ of 17–18 May was seen as such a huge 
success by the Fifth Bureau that it rapidly co-ordinated plans for similar 
‘revolutionary’ parades to be organised throughout towns and villages 
across Algeria, an attempt to consolidate the military coup that had met 
strong resistance from Prefects and some generals in Kabylia, Oran and 
Constantine. On 20 May the Fifth Bureau sent out an urgent telex to 
commanders of the three army corps (Algiers, Oran, Constantine):

BEFORE SUCCESS ALREADY RECORDED PARTICIPATION MUSLIM 
WOMEN IN DEMONSTRATIONS OF NATIONAL REGENERATION 
– PRIMO – SUPPORT TO MAXIMUM PARTICIPATION 
FEMALE POPULATION FROM ALL BACKGROUNDS IN ALL 
MASS DEMONSTRATIONS – STOP SECUNDO – ENCOURAGE 
PARTICIPATION OF UNVEILED MUSLIM WOMEN THROUGH 
APPLAUSE AND SIGNS OF SUPPORT – STOP. TERTIO – PREPARE 
ALL MOBILE MEDICO-SOCIAL TEAMS TO CREATE IMMEDIATELY 
WOMEN’S CIRCLES BRINGING TOGETHER EUROPEANS AND 
MUSLIMS – STOP AND END.60

The order was for the ‘spontaneous’ wave of emancipation to be 
extended throughout Algeria through organisations working at the 
local level, including the SAS, the EMSI, the newly created Committees 
of Public Safety and a secretly planned Organisation de l’action civique 
(OAC) which was to establish a ‘total’ control of population through an 
extension of Trinquier’s DUP system to all towns and villages.61

In the interior the army coercion or manipulation of crowds was even 
more evident than in Algiers, and the military placed pressure on each 
SAS during what became known as Operation Lorry to organise trucks 
that would carry a minimum of twenty people from each village to a 
local rally. This contributed to a little known crisis in the ranks of the 
SAS, who saw this use of force as counterproductive and ruining several 
months’ work, and seventy-fi ve to eighty recalcitrant offi cers were 
removed and some of them sent back to France.62 How these orders 
fi ltered down to isolated villages in the South-Oranais was recounted by 
a journalist for Elle magazine: two Muslim soldiers went in a jeep round 
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all the scattered douars with an order from the local army Captain for 
a mass meeting next day. Several hundred silent men and a thousand 
women, highly excited by rumours of the Algiers ‘fraternisation’, were 
addressed by a widow who ‘spontaneously’ seized the microphone: ‘In 
an instant, this woman electrifi ed the audience. Without a veil, she faced 
up to the crowd, and with a stentorian voice spoke of peace’. All Muslim 
women, she said, were to become like their French sisters, and some 
women then unveiled themselves accompanied by shrill ululations.63 An 
EMSI assistant, Ginette Thévenin-Copin, recounts how her company 
located in the Soummam valley received orders by radio on the eve of 18 

May to organise a convoy of villagers to a rally in Sidi-Aïch. Thévenin-
Copin and her colleagues spent the night making impromptu banners 
with white cloth and paints. Next day, ‘Muslims arrive spontaneously 
from all the surrounding douars’, and Thévenin-Copin was pleased to 
see large numbers of women of all ages present: ‘it was a revelation, 
the fi rst time since my arrival there that I saw the smiling, open faces 
of women: a moment worth waiting for that opened the door to hope, 
their optimism to see a better life one day’.64

However, the most elaborate ceremonials of unveiling, which made 
the biggest impact through the media, took place in a series of massive 
demonstrations organised by the army in the major towns from 18 
May onwards. In particular the leaders of the military coup (Soustelle, 
Salan, Massu, Allard) and other generals and dignitaries, transported 
by helicopter, engaged in a lighting tour of Orléansville, Mostaganem, 
Blida, Boufarik, Oran, Philippeville, Bône, Sétif, Constantine, Tizi-
Ouzou and Biskra between the 18 and 28 May. On each occasion an 
almost identical and theatrical mise en scène took place: groups of veiled 
women marched in mass parades through the streets alongside medalled 
Algerian ex-servicemen associations and harkis to the traditional loca-
tions of offi cial ceremonial (central squares, town halls, war memorials). 
On arrival young female delegates, dressed either in a modern European 
style or with haïks, shared the rostrum or balconies with the generals and 
dignitaries and presented them with bouquets, before making speeches 
in favour of emancipation and casting their veils to the crowds.

Two of these parades, at Constantine (26 May) and Blida (28 May), 
are particularly revealing of the military structuring of these events. 
On Monday 26 May Soustelle, Dr Sid Cara and Generals Noguez, 
Gilles and Dulac made a rapid tour of ‘fraternisation’ demonstrations 
in Biskra, Bône and Constantine. In Constantine a young woman, 
Monique Améziane, read a prepared speech from the imposing balcony 
of the theatre, the headquarters of the CSP: ‘I stand before you in a veil. 
But the defi nitive emancipation of Muslim women is on its way. Also, in 
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134 Burning the veil

a symbolic gesture, I wish to open the way to our new existence so that 
fi nally we can stand equal with our sisters of every confession’.

She then ‘spontaneously’ tore off her face veil and haïk and threw it to 
the crowd below, where several women followed suit and ululated.65

Monique Améziane was an eighteen-year-old lycée student, the 
daughter of a wealthy and pro-French bachaga who in April 1955 had 
fl ed to Paris since he feared assassination by the FLN.66 In his absence the 
farm, managed by his son Mouloud, was used by the FLN as a support 
base until it was seized by parachutists on about 20 April 1958 and 
turned into what was to become the most infamous torture centre of the 
Algerian War.67 On 8 May Mouloud was arrested and tortured by the 
army at the farm. Two weeks later army offi cers, who had been unable 
to fi nd any Muslim women to lead the unveiling ceremony, came to 
fi nd Monique Améziane at her lycée: her co-operation, they said, would 
save the life of her brother and guarantee her ability to take the bac-
calaureate exams. For the demonstration on 26 May a seamstress fi tted 
Monique Améziane in Marianne style, with a blue dress and a tri-colour 
rosette, over which she wore a veil and haïk for the fi rst time in her life. 

6 Monique Améziane reading the ‘emancipation’ text from the balcony of the 
Constantine theatre, 26 May 1958
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Immediately after the demonstration she was taken to the farm to see 
her imprisoned brother who was released the following day.68 The grim 
contradictions of the emancipation policy is shown by the fact that this 
was symbolised by Monique Améziane bedecked in classic republican 
and French revolutionary style while other women of Constantine, like 
Djamila Guellal and Zéléïkha Boukadoum, were subjected to torture 
and sexual degradation on the family farm that carried her name.69

The biggest propaganda coup of the army during the Constantine 
demonstration of 26 May was, however, a speech that Sheikh Lakhdari 
made alongside Monique Améziane just before her unveiling. Abdelali 
ben Ahmed Lakhdari, a religious leader of national and international 
importance, had been educated at the Zitouna university in Tunis before 
becoming in 1949 imam of the Sidi Kittani mosque and director of the 
médersa al-Kittania of Constantine, a centre that rivalled the famous 
neighbouring Ulema institute of Ben Badis.70 French intelligence reports 
noted his ‘certain loyalty’ and he was cultivated by the government, like 
so many conservative religious leaders, through honorifi c rewards like the 
Légion d’honneur and material benefi ts, including inscription on the offi -
cial list which provided him with free funding for the pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Documents seized on an FLN militant killed in Constantine on 20 August 
1955 showed that Lakhdari was condemned to death for, ‘collaboration 
with the enemy, opposition to the revolution, a fi rst class traitor and ren-
egade to his country and religion’. Twice during 1956–57 Lakhdari sought 
refuge over the border in Cairo and Libya.71 A 1959 government telegram 
noted: ‘his very considerable infl uence in Muslim milieu at national level 
and has incessantly shown favourable feelings for our cause’.72

In his speech Lakhdari praised France and the freedom of religious 
practice under its governance. In the drive for renovation in Algeria 
Muslim women had a special role: ‘Know well, O woman, that the time 
has come for you to play your role in the history of the New Algeria! 
[. . .] God has said, “Women have the same rights and obligations as 
men”’. You are not ‘a being who can be bought and sold . . . This 
imaginary and over-blown veil has nothing in common with the Muslim 
faith’.73 This speech provided a considerable boost to the army propa-
gandists: it was important to be able convince Algerians that women’s 
emancipation was not part of a political agenda imposed by an atheistic 
colonial power, but was supported by Algerian religious leaders and 
compatible with the Koran. The journalist André Seguin recognised the 
importance of the speech by, ‘one of the highest placed religious authori-
ties in North Africa and the Muslim world’,74 and in following years 
Lakhdari’s speech was to be constantly quoted in emancipation propa-
ganda, on the radio and in government tracts.75 In late 1958 the imam 
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was also consulted by the government, along with other infl uential 
religious leaders, on the crucial reform of women’s legal status (statut 
personnel) (chapter 8).

The second provincial ‘fraternisation’ rally of particular interest was 
that at Blida, to the south of Algiers, on 28 May when Generals Massu 
and Desjours took the podium before 30,000 demonstrators. During the 
usual orchestrated events, which included a fl y-past of jets in a cross of 
Lorraine formation, a tiny fi fteen-year-old girl called Malika ‘spontane-
ously’ forced an entry onto the stage and read to the microphone: ‘I, I 
love the French . . . We are all united behind the Army and have sworn 
to fi ght to the end for Algeria and France to live together’.76 Malika 
came from a relatively privileged and deeply pro-French family: she 
had received an education up to the school leaving certifi cate (CEP), 
her father was a foreman on a colon farm, and four of her brothers 
were serving in the French army, including two in parachute regiments. 
The Massus adopted Malika, an act that established a trend among 
other senior offi cers, and served as a symbol, the General claimed, for 
the principle of integration declared in the Forum during ‘13 May’.77 
Malika also played a part in the emancipation movement as a speaker 
for the Mouvement de solidarité féminine (MSF).78 By ‘integration’ it 
would appear, however, that General and Madame Massu meant assimi-
lation since they raised Malika as a Catholic rather than as a Muslim,79 
and as will be seen later emancipation did indeed involve the attempted 
social and cultural transformation of Algerians into Europeans.

How the FLN and the Algerian population, and in particular women, 
responded to the overall army emancipation campaign will be treated in 
chapters 9 and 10, but here I look at the more specifi c reactions to the 
‘13 May’ unveiling parades. There is some evidence from intelligence 
reports that the FLN leadership was disconcerted by the ‘fraternisa-
tion’ demonstrations,80 which threatened to win over many Algerians, 
to impact on international opinion, and to bring de Gaulle, a formida-
ble opponent, onto the side of the conspirators. The FLN newspaper 
El Moudjahid, in an article ‘Operation “Fraternisation”’ of 29 May, 
noted that although de Gaulle claimed to be impressed, the parades 
constituted a pure ‘mise en scène’ ‘orchestrated with science and cyni-
cism by a leading specialist in psychological action’, Colonel Lacheroy. 
On the 18 May it was the SAU that had forced women to come to the 
Forum: not the hundreds announced by the press, but ‘in fact twenty 
veiled women who were forced to attend by the military or their stupid 
war veteran husbands who obey orders. And there they timidly half-
opened their veils, while here and there one could see several cleaning 
ladies fi rmly fl anked by their European employers or by “patriotic” 
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social assistants’.81 El Moudjahid had a limited, clandestine circulation, 
so more important to FLN counter-propaganda were broadcasts from 
Morocco (La Voix de l’Algérie libre) and from Tunisia (La Voix de 
l’Algérie soeur) that detailed how demonstrators in Constantine, Bône, 
Algiers, Oran and elsewhere had been coerced and rounded up into 
army vehicles.82

What was the social, political and class background of the women on 
the unveiling demonstrations and how numerous were they? In general 
two categories of women can be distinguished: fi rstly relatively poor and 
illiterate women from the bidonvilles and slum enclaves of the city, who 
were most readily manipulated by the SAU and women’s circles and who 
provided the main mass of the contingents that marched in procession 
into the Forum and other town centres. Secondly, the much smaller con-
tingent of more educated, younger evoluées who can be categorised as 
radical modernisers or militants who provided the leadership for the fi rst 
group and made the key speeches. El Moudjahid pointed mainly to the 
presence of the fi rst group, domestic servants (fatmas), or cleaning ladies 
of the General Government and prostitutes.83 The widespread claim of a 
deliberate recruitment of prostitutes probably refl ects more a propaganda 
bias than any reality,84 but some undoubtedly were domestic servants, of 
whom there were from 12 to 20,000 in the city, by far the largest category 
of employment for Algerian women in Algiers (70 to 80 per cent).85 The 
dominant Algerian ideology was that women should not enter the labour 
market, but remain within the home raising children, a keen point of 
male honour since employment threatened to breach domestic seclusion, 
and those women who did have to work from necessity because they 
were single, repudiated or widows, what Willy Jansen calls aptly ‘women 
without men’, constituted a ‘dangerous’ or liminal category since they 
threatened to escape from male control of their sexuality.86

The most interesting and richest source of information on the mental 
universe of these poor, single women is provided by Caroline Brac de la 
Perrière’s oral history project based on interviews with domestic serv-
ants. Firstly, it is interesting to note that fi ve of the twenty women in 
the case study did not normally wear the veil at all, mainly because as 
single women they enjoyed a degree of independence and escaped the 
pressure of husbands or the wider kin group to conform. For example, 
Mme F., who was separated from her husband at this time and described 
herself laughingly in an interview as ‘free’ did not wear the veil, includ-
ing when she went with friends to see the events in the Forum, although 
she did wear it later when she returned to live with her husband, ‘to 
avoid trouble’.87 The most common practice, as for the great majority 
of Algerian women in the city, was for the domestics to wear the veil in 
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public spaces as they travelled from their homes in the bidonvilles to 
their place of work, where once indoors it was immediately removed.88 
Many Algerians, once they had crossed from ‘Arab’ zones into the 
highly segregated streets of the European quarters of the city, either the 
commercial centre or the bourgeois residential areas of the ‘heights’, 
would remove the haïk and stow it away in their handbag.89

What was perceived by Fanon and the fi lm-maker Gillo Pontecorvo 
as a revolutionary innovation of women in the Battle of Algiers, the 
‘cross-dressing’ into a European style so as to pass weapons through 
the parachutist check-points, was the extension of a current practice of 
Muslim women in the urban environment. Malika Ighilhariz, a courier, 
describes how the FLN provided her with a big American car:

I was to be seen getting out of the car, dressed like a French woman; I went 
into a building where I put on my veil and small face veil, then came out 
veiled and went down to the Casbah. I deposited what I had to hand over 
and picked up whatever had to be taken out from the Casbah, messages, 
weapons. And played the same game in reverse. In the corridor of a build-
ing I removed the veil, retouched my lipstick, put on my glasses, I came 
out and got back into my fi ne car.90

In the European areas the women were protected by a certain anonymity, 
and could escape the attention of neighbours and kin or were protected 
from the verbal condemnation and physical violence of other Algerians 
and might even ‘pass’ as Europeans: as A. N., who lived in as a servant, 
noted, ‘I did not wear the veil, no problem. Besides, I did not live in an 
Arab quarter so I had no problem at all’. In only one instance, that of 
Mme K. Z., is there evidence of a domestic coming under pressure from 
her employer to attend the Forum events, notably during de Gaulle’s visit 
on 4 June, but she detested the General for killing 40,000 Algerians at 
Sétif and only pretended that she had been to the rally. Some Algerian 
women who participated in the unveiling campaign, noted K. Z., were 
said to have been bribed with semolina.91 On one occasion she had passed 
weapons for the FLN hidden under her veil and on another occasion she 
was in a house raided by the army when she exacted a mocking revenge: 
a female agent was brought in to search all the women, ‘I said: “Yes”. 
I removed the veil, the scarf, I was going to take everything off. “Stop, 
stop”. I said, “no, no, I’m getting undressed”. “Stop, stop”. Everyone 
laughed’. K. Z. illustrates an awareness of the complex, instrumental 
and ludic uses of the veil and expressed her resistance to the army unveil-
ing campaign by pushing the act to an absurd level of total nudity.92

Such evidence provides a small but valuable window into the complex 
universe and dress codes of Algerian women for whom the veil could 
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assume a whole range of styles, of meanings, of bodily expression and 
symbolism. As David Macey notes, the haïk is subject to modifi cation: 
it can be made of cotton, silk or artifi cial fi bre; be held around the body 
or face in different ways; and ‘her sisters recognize an individual by 
the way she holds herself and wears her haïk; Algerian men learn to do 
the same’.93 All the French press, radio and offi cial accounts refer to 
‘unveiling’ as if it involved a single and uniform act, the discarding of 
one, often indeterminate, item of clothing. However, Algerian women 
wore both a small, triangular face-covering (hadjar) held in place by 
elastic, and the lose haïk wrapped round the body and over the head, 
and the many hundreds of press photographs taken during the ‘frat-
ernisation’ ceremonies show those who paraded into the Forum and 
squares engaged in a variety of highly expressive acts: some slipped the 
haïk round their shoulders, but retained the face veil, some removed the 
veil, but clutched the haïk or put their hands in front so as to conceal 
their face, others lowered both veil and haïk to shoulder level, while a 
very small number removed the haïk entirely. But the great majority of 
the veiled women who paraded into the Forum and elsewhere did not 
engage in any uncovering whatsoever, including most of the women 
delegates from Mahiéddine that appeared on the balcony of the General 
Government alongside Soustelle on 18 May.94 Frequently the Algerian 
press was so keen to record the success of the campaign that some 
photographs of massed ranks of marching or assembled women, all of 
them entirely covered up, carried captions in total contradiction with 
the visual evidence: ‘they were all unveiled’ or the reader was reas-
sured, ‘note that later these demonstrators all unveiled themselves’.95 
Observers also noted that of the women who did, under the pressure of 
the moment, lower their veil or haïk, many were seen to replace them 
as soon after the event as possible. In general, the unveiling ceremoni-
als, contrary to the impression given by the media, did not initiate a 
 dramatic and lasting transformation of veiling practices.

If Algerian women were reluctant to unveil, this has been usually 
ascribed to religio-cultural factors and the psychological shock of expo-
sure that was subjectively experienced as a form of gross nudity. As the 
psychiatrist Fanon noted, ‘The veil protects, reassures, isolates . . . The 
unveiled body seems to escape control, to fall to pieces. The feeling of 
being badly dressed, even of being naked . . . A horrifying sensation 
of disintegration’.96 But for many women this was more than a state 
of mind since they really were ‘badly dressed’. The haïk, a kind of cheap 
uniform, enabled destitute women to move in public with some degree 
of self-confi dence when their undergarments were worn, patched and, 
by European standards, even indecent. At the mass unveiling of 18 May 
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in the Forum women shouted, ‘Give us clothes so that we can dress like 
our European sisters!’ and the next day the radio appealed to European 
women to take their second-hand clothing to local police stations for 
Muslim women who wanted to abandon their traditional costume.97

A far more immediate and dangerous political reality also underlay 
this reticence. Low-status women who moved about unveiled in public 
spaces were morally suspect and generally equated with prostitutes, but 
such condemnation was massively reinforced during the course of the 
war since wearing European dress was associated with anti-national reli-
gious apostasy and, even more dangerously, as a sign of working directly 
with Europeans.98 The policy of the FLN nationalists was to drive a 
wedge between the European and Algerian communities through strike 
actions, boycotts (alcohol, tobacco), destruction of schools and creation 
of a parallel ‘state’ structure or OPA (FLN law courts and justice, social 
services) so as to block any attempt by French reformist programmes to 
build links, and retain infl uence over, the population. For any Muslim 
woman to be seen anywhere near to, or associated with, Europeans, the 
army or government institutions, was to run the risk of being regarded 
as a potential collaborator and spy. Mme F., a domestic, was forced to 
travel to work in an army lorry, ‘I did not like this since I was afraid 
that the others on seeing me with them would think that I was passing 
on information’, and when her son was rushed to a military hospital 
this was ‘annoying because they could think I was an informer’.99 Mme 
B., a Europeanised Kabyle Protestant who did not wear the veil, was 
treated at work by others with derision as an apostate (‘m’tournia’), 
‘They criticized me a lot because I went out without a veil’. This became 
particularly threatening when she travelled from the European into the 
Algerian urban zones: ‘I went down with a neighbour into the Arab 
quarter, we went together because of my European looks [for protec-
tion]. I suffered because they thought I was Spanish; they spoke in 
Arabic, I replied in French. There were some who asked why then did 
I speak Kabyle’.100 In the street passers by said to Mme F., who did not 
wear the haïk, ‘Why have you removed your veil? Are you becoming 
French?’.101 This could potentially become very dangerous and as the 
spiral of violence deepened after 1954 Algerian women were frequently 
accosted and badly assaulted on their way to or from their European 
workplace. The FLN ordered women to stop working for Europeans, 
although the ALN commander Azzedine stated that offi cially they were 
tolerant of the poor who were reliant on this income and even recruited 
some domestics as informers on European activities.102

In general very poor and needy women who worked for Europeans 
were left undisturbed by the FLN, but it was quite a different matter 
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for such a strata to join the mass of the haïk-clad ranks that paraded 
through town centres. A report of the French secret service (SDECE) 
noted that the heads of Wilaya V (Oran region) had sent out an order 
banning any participation in ‘fraternisation’ parades and to oppose the 
‘“pseudo evolution of the Muslim women” and to forbid in the name of 
religion participation in all demonstrations . . . According to the FLN 
the Muslim women who had participated in demonstrations with their 
faces uncovered, had been forcibly unveiled by French soldiers’. Three 
hundred grenades were to be sent into the urban centres to increase com-
mando attacks.103 Captain Bernhardt, the head of the SAU of Belcourt 
and a keen advocate of psychological action, in a detailed report on the 
events of May, noted that eighty lorries and seven cars had been used by 
the SAU to transport ex-servicemen and 300 women to the Forum on 
18 May, while another 500 women had attended the demonstration to 
greet de Gaulle on 4 June. He was enthusiastic about the joyful atmos-
phere and dancing among the women at these events, ‘despite the threats 
and insults that several young trouble-makers showered on the women’, 
mainly unemployed and turbulent youths aged eighteen to twenty-fi ve. 
Attempts had been made to combat this through the formation of two 
auto-defence groups who were currently helping the SAU to ‘purge the 
quarter’. Most women, claimed Bernhardt with the usual exaggerated 
optimism of army reports, wished for ‘progress but the male reaction is 
violent and paralyses their desire for change by threats of divorce, some 
instances of which have already been put into effect’.104 The sense of 
this is ambiguous, but would seem to point to husbands who were angry 
because the protesting women had drawn down the ire of the national-
ist community and threatened their own honour and position as males 
that were expected to keep ‘their females in order’. Overall, it can be 
seen that for lower-class women to participate in army demonstrations 
was a quite risky thing to do and, although the FLN would not seek to 
assassinate them (it recognised that these illiterate women were victims 
of coercion), most women would seek to avoid involvement or, in the 
last resort, to cling to their veils and to conceal their identity.

Finally, turning to the second but much smaller category of more 
proactive and radical modernisers, it can be seen that they were in a far 
more vulnerable position because of their higher level of visibility, more 
prominent leadership and unambiguous political embrace of the French 
cause. The so-called évoluées constituted an elite strata, characteristi-
cally young women aged from about sixteen to thirty, well-educated by 
Algerian standards and from relatively well-off families, who could fall 
into two opposing camps according to differing circumstances: militant 
idealists who supported either the struggle for national independence 
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or its radical opposite, assimilation into western culture. Teenage girls 
who ended up on opposite sides often began by sharing a similar French 
culture and wish for progress towards a future modern society in which 
women would enjoy equality and cast aside the most conservative fea-
tures of Muslim patriarchal oppression (see chapter 1 on young UDMA 
militants). The origins of this divide can be found in differing family 
backgrounds: on the one hand were young women from well-off fami-
lies whose interests were wedded to those of the French because they 
benefi ted in various ways from rewards or employment by the colonial 
state (functionaries in the central and local government, secondary and 
higher level teachers, employees of large companies, etc.), and on the 
other, the families of small shop keepers and businessmen who sustained 
a ‘traditional’ Arab cultural nationalism and had little economic stake 
in the colonial regime. For the pro-French radical liberation of women 
would be achieved through integration, a total embrace of republican 
secularism and western civilisation, while for the nationalists this goal 
would be achieved through revolutionary liberation from colonialism 
and a newly independent order.

This division manifested itself during the unveiling campaign of 
May 1958. As has been seen, Monique Améziane, the daughter of a 
wealthy pro-French bachaga, got caught in the cross-fi re: on returning 
to her lycée after her notable unveiling and speech from the balcony 
of the Constantine Theatre, she was praised by French pupils, ‘but the 
young Muslim girls tore her Gaffi ot dictionary’. Her father wrote in a 
panic to criticise his wife for allowing this to happen: ‘You have signed 
the death warrant of my daughter’, but she was saved from possible 
assassination because local people knew that she had been coerced.105 
Monique Améziane was more of an exception, since the army found 
many other young évoluées, mostly coming from wealthy families that 
were protected by their location within the bourgeois European areas 
of the city, or the largely European-dominated sectors of local govern-
ment and business, who were prepared to engage with a fl amboyant and 
‘revolutionary’ zeal in attacking the perceived medieval symbols of reli-
gious oppression. A journalist described a characteristic manifestation 
of the radical modernisers during the ‘fraternisation’ parade at Boufarik 
on 19 May, ‘Young girls dressed in European style took the tribunal 
by assault and came to shake Soustelle’s hand!’.106 These évoluées, 
noted Fanon, along with the ex-servicemen, ‘are the shock troops 
instructed to destroy the cultural resistance of a colonised land’.107 The 
photographs taken during the burning of veils on the night of 17 May, 
perhaps the most provocative iconoclastic act, show the leadership role 
of two slightly older Algerian women, distinguished by their more chic 
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European dress, encouraging the girls to throw haïks onto the fl ames 
(see illustration 3, p. 128). Behind the group in the shadows is a heavily 
armed harki guard.

An older and less headstrong group of évoluées was symbolised by 
the three Algerian women who were elected as deputies to the national 
assembly in November 1958, Nafi ssa Sid Cara, Rebiha Kebtani and 
Khedira Bouabsa: a proclamation issued by Wilaya II in 1959 warned 
against these unveiled women, ‘and similar traitors to religion and the 
father-land’, depraved beings who haunted dance halls and cabarets, and 
asked that names of such collaborators be handed to FLN militants.108 
The radical supporters of France were potentially far more at risk from 
the FLN than the illiterate women who took part anonymously in the 
parades: the wish for revenge ran high, and when the ALN army fi nally 
occupied Algiers at independence in July–August 1962 the soldiers, in a 
climate redolent of the 1944 Liberation when women accused of collab-
orationism or sleeping with Germans were subjected to public humilia-
tion, engaged in a hunt for unveiled women, the ‘girls of 13 May’, and 
‘girls of the paras’.109

In an opposite camp to the pro-French activists were the young 
nationalist évoluées who responded to the unveiling campaign by 
leaping to the defence of Muslim dress codes and cultural-religious 
identity that needed to be saved from the depredations of western secu-
larism. During the baccalaureate exams in June 1958 female students 
wore the veil, something never seen before and in defi ance of an offi cial 
ban.110 The FLN claimed that more Algerian women were now wearing 
the veil in the street as a symbol of patriotism,111 but such an instru-
mentalisation of the veil could, in this instance, only have applied to 
the very small number of urban women who had previously not worn 
the haïk. The inverse relationship is provided by Monique Améziane, 
forced by the army to wear a haïk for the fi rst time, so that she could 
participate in an orchestrated unveiling. Fanon pointed to such forms 
of symbolic resistance in relation to the Moroccan nationalist move-
ment in which women began to wear black instead of traditional white 
veils, but he seems to have had an inkling that such a defensive cultural 
agenda in Algeria might reinforce conservative social and cultural 
practices112 and impede the revolutionary transformation of gender 
roles that he hoped to see develop under the impact of the struggle for 
independence, a foreboding that proved tragically correct (see chapters 
10 and 11).

In conclusion, how far were the army-led unveiling parades of May 
1958 a success? Despite the evident orchestration, there appear to have 
been many high-level offi cers and politicians who were bowled over 
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by the events and referred to them in an emotionally charged and even 
quasi-religious language as a ‘miracle’ or ‘resurrection’. Fanon refers to 
Europeans who were ‘overexcited’ and evoked a psychology of ‘conver-
sion’ to explain the climate of euphoria.113 This derived in part from the 
feeling of relief that four years of war would end in both reconciliation 
and preservation of Algérie française, as well as from the neo-fascist 
and fundamentalist (intégriste) Catholic convictions of the plotters 
that the French nation had been rescued from the moral and politi-
cal decadence of the Fourth Republic. Commander Cogniet, an expert 
on psychological warfare, wrote, ‘it is Christ who is coming and who 
demands this liberty, demands this equality, who calls to the Roman 
citizens that . . . men are brothers, and it is this that the revolutionaries 
call Fraternity’.114

But the most crucial political impact of all was that ‘fraternisation’ 
should serve to persuade de Gaulle to ‘offer his services’ as saviour at 
the moment when the plotters were very much at risk of failure and 
being arrested by the Pfl imlin government. De Gaulle did not wish to be 
associated with a military coup that would damage his democratic cre-
dentials, whereas a huge, populist appeal by both settlers and Algerians 
could provide the needed legitimacy for an extra-parliamentary seizure 
of power. The General had little time for the theory of psychological 
warfare or ‘integration’,115 and he frequently asked trusted army offi c-
ers whether ‘fraternisation’ was indeed spontaneous and genuine. They 
assured him that it was, and this was enough to persuade the General to 
come on board: during his famous speech in the Algiers Forum on 4 June 
he said, ‘I know what has happened here . . . I can see that the route you 
have opened in Algeria is that of renewal and fraternity’.116 De Gaulle, 
desperate to end his years in the political wilderness, was opportunely 
affected by a willing suspension of disbelief, but once ensconced in power 
he wished to break away from the hold of the army and so reopened the 
question in his entourage on 28 June: ‘It is advisable to verify if these 
demonstrations, moving as they were, really correspond with the deeper 
feelings of the Muslim masses’.117 But for the army command in Algeria 
and for Colonels Lacheroy, Goussault and Trinquier, the ideologues of 
the Fifth Bureau, there was no stepping back and the journées of 13 May 
immediately gave a massive impetus to a ‘reconquest’ of the Muslim 
population as signalled by a directive sent by Salan to all civil and mili-
tary authorities throughout Algeria on 2 June.118 Central to this was the 
emancipation of Algerian women and the next chapters investigate three 
aspects of this ‘strategy of contact’, the role of propaganda and the mass 
media, of the urban-based MSF, and of the EMSI teams in the rural 
outback (bled).
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